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 Jack Bibbo sits atop a rock outside of his temporary cabin, right, on private property,
approximately five miles west of Lotus, Calif. Bibbo used the location to edit his
documentary film "Full Circle: A Life Story of Eustace Conway." He completed the project
using only solar power.Jack Bibbo/AP 
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   SAN FRANCISCO -- In a yurt on the South Fork of the American River in California's
Gold Country, Jack Bibbo huddled against the 28-degree weather.

   This was a culmination of what had started out as a joke. The only energy he had -- 345
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watts in eight batteries -- came from the sun and wasn't for luxuries like heat. Bibbo
needed all that power to edit about 50 hours of documentary film to under two hours.

   Now the film, edited using only solar power, is finished, and the story of Eustace
Conway, a man who left his North Carolina home at 17 to live in the woods and decided
to stay, is ready to be shown.

   It took Bibbo nine months to get ''Full Circle'' ready for the public.

   ''I jokingly said, 'what if I were to edit this film with the use of solar power?' It was
October of 2000, and it was around the time when California was having the energy
crisis,'' he said.

   ''After I threw it out there, it grew legs of its own,'' he said, and what started as a joke
became an earnest pursuit.

   Bibbo, who had previously spent four years making snowboarding films, knew nothing
about how to use solar power to edit his movie. He started collecting information and
took classes at the Solar Living Institute in Hopland, an organization that teaches people
how to live in an environmentally sustainable way. Then, when he thought he knew
enough, Bibbo began work. It was July 2001.

   He started in a two-room tent on a 16-acre parcel that a man let him use for free. He
had two solar panels and four batteries and an Apple G4 computer. He told his landlord
he'd be there for two months.

   Four months later, he still had no film cut.

   But Bibbo kept plugging away. He exchanged his two-room tent for a 14-by-14-foot yurt
(a portable canvas-walled home), added two solar panels and four batteries, and switched
to a laptop that used one-tenth of the energy that his G4 did.

   Every four or five days, he would recharge his solar batteries and drive into town where
he would get supplies, use library computers to e-mail people, and get cell-phone
reception.

   Temperatures in the yurt rose as high as 110 degrees in the summer and as low as 28
degrees in the winter.



 Why go through all that just to edit a movie?

   ''I wanted to stay within the environmental message of the film,'' he said. ''I'm asking 
the people in the audience to question themselves, and I had to question myself as well.''

   And Bibbo's challenges lasted only nine months. Conway, the subject of the movie, has 
been living out in the woods, bathing in icy rivers, trapping and growing his own food for 
17 years. He also runs a preserve where he teaches others about his way of life.

   Conway also embarks on the occasional adventure, such as canoeing down the 
Mississippi River or riding a horse across the country. Bibbo went with him on part of a 
2,500-mile circle around the Great Plains in a horse and buggy with his friends, and 
visited Conway at his North Carolina preserve three times to make his film.

   ''It's quite an honor that he'd do the story and go about it in a solar-powered way,'' 
Conway said. ''It represents a lot of what I'm talking about and teaching ... he got that 
message.''

   Bibbo is shopping the movie to film festivals and is planning a ''solar tour'' in the spring, 
to places, like a forest, where there's no electricity. He'll project the movie using solar 
power.

   ''I loved the solitude,'' he said of his editing experience. ''I went through a lot of really 
good personal growth about being alone, challenging myself, overcoming the fear of not 
really knowing what you're doing and then doing it. I left the river really empowered.''

   Norman Hollyn, who teaches editing at the University of Southern California's School of 
Cinema-Television, said editing a film by solar power is a novel idea -- and not a bad one.

   ''You develop such a close relationship to the material that you have to really like the 
people and the material you're working with,'' he said. ''You have to want to spend nine 
months working with them.''
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